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Along the Network:
Creating the Systemic Change of Public Education

Th i s A n n u a l R e p o r t i s D e d i c at e d t o O u r C o l l e a g u e
To d d W. S t i c k n e y

Achieving,” I am counting on the support

ordinary work of local education funds in

and catalytic work of the newly-formed

spurring the reform of public education. It

Philadelphia Education Fund.

makes clear, perhaps as never before, that
these funds are at the center, not the

The value of local education funds, such as

periphery, of the quest for

the ones depicted in these pages, is

systemic change.

greatly

enhanced

by

our

Public Education Fund Network,
From a personal standpoint, I

which has enjoyed a year of

appreciate the value of these

unprecedented growth.

funds in profoundly new ways.

nature of this added value—this

This is because, during the last

critical boost—will be the sub-

The

year, in becoming Superintendent of the

ject of PEFNet’s 1995 Annual Report. This

Philadelphia Public Schools, I have come

year’s communication is devoted to local

to realize that an independent fund is

action in areas of extreme poverty and dire

critical.

need—deservedly so.

in my blueprint, “Children

David W. Hornbeck
Chair
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From The Chairman

This Annual Report celebrates the extra-

From The President

Those of us immersed in public education

The few promising things we learn about are

are repeatedly asked: “Is there any hope for

invariably cast as the exception—a rare

the public schools, particularly in our

instance of success in a sea of mediocrity

cities? Does anything—anywhere—

and failure.

really work?”

here—whether in the press, or on radio or

The lesson communicated

television—is that quality experiences are
Questions like these convey, by tone and

few and far between and result, in isolation,

implication, a loss of confidence in—more

from the heroic efforts of unusually gifted

nearly a sense of despair about—our public

leaders.

schools. And with reason, because we are

resembling universal progress—genuine

daily barraged by stories of violence, drugs,

reform—out of reach, because “star” lead-

gangs, teen pregnancy and pervasive fail-

ers are hard to find, and bucking the system

ure—especially in schools serving the

is exhausting, unpopular work.

This, of course, puts anything

poor. We have become inured to accounts of
classrooms in chaos, security guards in

We at the Public Education Fund Network

hallways, metal detectors at the doors, and

(PEFNET) have a different, rather more pos-

teachers who feel their students aren’t

itive view of public education. While we

ready to learn. One of the saddest but most

acknowledge its failings and feel its tra-

telling things about how we view our

vail, we believe that a genuine reform move-

schools—urban, rural, even suburban—is

ment is building across the country—

that we refer to those working in them as

including, perhaps especially, in areas of

being in the “trenches!”

extreme poverty. This reform movement—
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of which we are an integral part, and within which we play a
distinctive role—goes well beyond individual schools, dotted here and there, to entire school systems that serve

●

student data needs to be at the heart of the enterprise

and utilized, honestly and openly, to drive decisions;
●

the monolithic system of schools/bureaucracy needs to

thousands of young people. This is what we mean by systemic

be broken down into manageable, local units that have

educational reform.

authority;
●

W

the community at large has a major stake in the schools

and must be involved in all reform efforts.

ithin and through our Network of “Local

efforts succeed. We have chosen in this annual report to
focus on six (6) organizations within our membership that
are making things work on a consistent basis across large
settings. We could and might well have chosen others, so
these agencies should be seen as representing a much larger universe of workable strategies for change.
While each of these reform initiatives has an approach and
style of its own, they all tend to coalesce around certain
principles and beliefs, among which are that:
●

all parties in the reform effort must value children and

The essay which follows, entitled “Along the Network:
Creating The Systemic Reform of Public Education,” profiles major reform initiatives in six fascinatingly distinct
and different settings. The work you will read about is both
complex and exhilarating. It relies on grit, determination,
and an almost spiritual belief in public schools as the
centerpiece of American democracy.
As President of the Public Education Fund Network, I
take special pride in introducing to you the demonstrable
accomplishments and the sustained and creative efforts of:
●

Island

believe, without reservation, that all children can learn;
●

only by setting and adhering to high expectations and

standards can school reform succeed;
●

raising student achievement should serve as the highest

●

The Fund for New York City Public Education

●

The Public Education Foundation of Chattanooga

●

The Knox, Indiana Community Guidance For Youth
Program

goal in any bona fide change effort;
●

new forms of assessment need to be developed to measure

competence and achievement—for students, teachers and

The Public Education Fund of Providence/Rhode

●

The Grand Rapids Public Education Fund

●

The Los Angeles Educational Partnership

entire schools;
●

change will come about only when all the interested

parties join together, collaboratively, in common enterprise;
●

there is a need for “outside” catalytic, facilitating agen-

cies to join with “inside” school personnel to bring about
reform;

Wendy D. Puriefoy
President
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Education Funds” we see lots of things work—and many

T H E P U B L I C E D U C AT I O N F U N D

OF

PROVIDENCE

E . W. F l y n n S c h o o l

Erica Herd

4th grade • age 9

PARROT
chalk on paper
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P

rovidence has committed itself in public and private ways to a sweeping,
comprehensive school
reform program. It has taken
on ‘the whole shooting
match’ from restructuring of
its high schools to overhauling its school budget, from
the professional development of its staff to
the selection of School
Board members.

to nurture growth by chal-

State’s appeal. Rather than

grew out of months of

lenging schools to change.

standing on the sidelines,

exhaustive study, was given

Its Small Grants to Teachers

the Fund has joined in the

unprecedented coverage in a

initiative offers support of up

battle for equitable funding

six-part weekly series in the

to $300 for innovative class-

for Providence, Pawtucket,

Providence Journal-Bulletin.

room projects that break the

Woonsocket and other

Appearing, sequentially—

mold, enabling teachers to

underfunded urban school

and dramatically—in the last

put their most creative ideas

districts, gaining credibility

week of January, 1993, the

into action. Library Power/

and stature in the process.

several pieces painted a

Providence utilizes over $1

bleak but accurate picture of

million of DeWitt Wallace-

ing much more: an inven-

the schools, which, by most

Reader’s Digest funds to

tive school “Report Card”

measures, and compared to

transform school libraries

system; a novel

eleven other systems with

into levers for instructional

Public/Community Service

Its original report, which

The Fund is spearhead-

similar demographics, were

change, placing a heavy pre-

High School; a systemwide

It has not been con-

obviously failing. However,

mium on teaching students

staff development program,

tent to tinker within,

PROBE’s “route to reform,”

research and discovery skills,

the Renaissance Project,

to rely on role models

as the newspaper called it,

and giving added promi-

focused on enhancing the

to stimulate the sys-

offered hope—a clear,

nence to reading. It is a very

work of school teams; and a

tem, to concentrate on

achievable plan for the

personal, humanly-scaled

growing “last dollar” scholar-

several pressing prob-

future. Under PROBE’s

project, where the value is

ship program enabling high

lems at a time. Instead,

leadership, and through its

on altering teachers’ percep-

school graduates to go to col-

according to national

mediating force, the School

tions of what a library can do

lege. There is unending fer-

observers, it has taken its

District has moved, with dis-

for an entire school and com-

ment—centered exclusively

place as one of a few cities in

patch, to implement key ele-

munity. It is aimed directly

on change. For, as Ted

with a big heart and a wry

the nation which are looking

ments of the blueprint for

at individual teachers, not

Eddy told The Journal-

sense of humor, Dr. Eddy,

for change in every class-

change. The Providence

institutions, for as project

Bulletin:

who recently retired as

room, every facet of the sys-

Public Schools are the better

director Anne Hird says:

President of the University

tem, every encounter with

for it.

of Rhode Island, serves as

the student. Many of its citi-

the (volunteer) chairman of

zens are determined to fash-

Public Education Fund to

an extraordinary community-

ion a strong set of schools to

play such an effective, cat-

wide reform initiative called

meet the growing needs,

alytic role is its ability, as an

the PROvidence Blueprint

sometimes demands, of its

independent, nonprofit

for Education (PROBE).

increasingly diverse youth

agency, to draw groups from

population.”

all parts of the community

reluctant to press for equity,

together—in common cause.

even in the face of controversy. Recently, with the

Sponsored by the Public
Education Fund, this major

What distinguishes

What has permitted the

“
“

I

f you haven’t changed
people, you haven’t changed
anything.”
The Fund has not been

PROBE—the centerpiece of

“an independent, communi-

the Public Education Fund’s

and ombudsman,” and its

support of its Board, it

ty based project to assist and

work and by far its largest

mission as “helping the

has joined with other

assess change in the

project—is not only its tak-

stakeholders to change.” It

advocacy groups in fil-

Providence Public Schools.”

ing on “the whole shooting

is not in or of the system,

ing an Amicus Curiae

Its purpose, as Dr. Eddy

match” of systemic reform,

but neither is it removed

points out in a January, 1995

but also the thoroughness of

from the schools. As its

report he entitled, in his

its inquiry, the breadth of

Executive Director,

direct, no-nonsense manner,

community involvement it

Margaretta Edwards, puts it,

porting a lower court’s

“Let’s Get on With It,” is to

has achieved, and its com-

“We are inside outsiders.”

decision overturning

The Fund conducts a

Anne Hird

undertaking depicts itself as

It views itself as “advocate

(friend-of-the-court)
Brief with the State
Supreme Court, sup-

fundamentally alter the sub-

mitment to stick with the

stance and conduct of public

process of change over a long

carefully designed array of

funding formula (of 34 years)

education. He writes:

period of time.

helping programs intended

and arguing against the

Rhode Island’s school-

Edward D. Eddy

A warm, thoughtful man,

E

verybody just
wants change. God
they want change.”
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“

Edward D. Eddy

“ CAUT I O N :
CULTURE
CHANGING.” A
prominent sign
with these words
sits on Edward D.
(Ted) Eddy’s desk
at the Public
Education Fund of
Providence. It is
the first thing a
visitor sees upon
entering his
office, setting the
tone for much of
what is to follow—and signaling what has been
and is transpiring
in the city’s public schools as a
result of the
Fund’s unyielding
efforts.

FU N D

FOR

N E W Y O R K C I T Y PU B L I C E D U C A T I O N

✄
N e w Yo r k C i t y S c h o o l o f t h e A r t s

Philip Duong

2nd grade • age 7

FISH TANK
paper collage
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we’d be guessing at

of our funders, we have

Corporation’s 1989 report,

million challenge grant to

what’s needed.”

designedprograms that work

difference, let alone spur

dren’s work. This becomes

reform in New York City’s

evident to those who visit its

create New York Networks

in classrooms, whole

hensive restructuring, cur-

For School Renewal, the

understands New

schools and their

riculum reform, instructional

city’s most comprehensive

York’s schools at a

neighborhoods, entire

improvement and relevant

school reform effort. For, as

community school dis-

forms of assessment, along

Norman Fruchter, program

tricts and the system

with the integration of

adviser to the Aaron

as a whole.”

health education in the class-

Diamond Foundation,

Forging alliances

room and clinic services in

observed, “the Fund has

among seldom-con-

the school;

demonstrated the unique

public schools. Yet, miracu-

offices at 96 Morton Street,

nected, often disparate

●

lously, this is precisely what

for the place is filled with

groups, the Fund has

Initiative: in which four

implement major school

the Fund For New York City

examples of students’ art

used “venture capital” from

schools in two community

reform efforts, quickly and

Public Education has done—

and writing that are captivat-

the private sector to create a

districts are developing mod-

with flair—and to bring

in only six years!

ing—drawing viewers into

startling array of systemic

els of national significance to

other groups along with

the world children see and

reforms, among which are:

strengthen early childhood

them. Its contribution has

feel.

●

education, eliminate tracking

been invaluable, giving the

small, innovative, communi-

The Fund’s success—
across a school system

level of profoundness,
but also displays a

New Visions Schools: 16

capacity to design and

The Early Childhood

regarded by most observers

The Fund has been

and involve all children,

reform movement in this city

as a sprawling, unmanage-

pressed by its committed

ty developed high schools

including those with disabili-

enormous energy, leadership

able colossus that defeats

Board to tackle what Beth

that in offering personalized

ties, in a rich, child-centered

and momentum.” Sandra

everyone, including the chil-

Lief calls “the hard stuff”—

learning environments, a

learning environment;

Feldman, President of the

dren it is intended to

the difficult task of achieving

closely-knit student commu-

●

serve—results, primarily,

systemic reform. It has uti-

nity, and rigorous academic

temwide effort (funded by

Teachers and a member of

from its active presence and

lized its strength as an inde-

experiences break the mold

the DeWitt Wallace-Reader’s

the Fund’s Board added:

deep immersion in real

pendent, nonprofit organiza-

of oversized institutions

Digest Fund) to help ele-

schools that must contend

tion—an “outside” group

shackled by traditional

mentary schools rebuild their

with the everyday stress of

with credible “inside” con-

schedules, dry curricula, a

libraries and make them

urban problems. Rather

nections—to make things

herding mentality, and lock-

accessible and vibrant cen-

than espousing reform and

happen, quickly and deci-

step teaching;

ters of learning;

United Federation of

Library Power: a sys-

“

W

hat makes the

New York City Fund for

second-guessing authorities

sively. Of the course it has

from afar, the Fund has cho-

pursued, Richard Beattie,

Program: the city’s largest

which 18 elementary, middle

sen to work closely with

Chairman of the Board,

middle school instructional

and high schools are piloting

teachers, parents and admin-

writes in The Fund’s report,

reform effort (supported by

programs, and have formed a

istrators, especially at the

Into the Nineties:

Chase Manhattan Bank), in

network, to reinvigorate geog-

which 46 schools are trans-

raphy as a key component of

forming their classrooms into

a quality education; and

centers of hands-on, experi-

●

ential learning that empha-

Project: a novel effort by

focused on three areas—

size search and discovery;

the Fund, utilizing commu-

professional development,

●

The Carnegie Middle

nity focus groups, to estab-

school restructuring and

School Project: a collabo-

lish a “School Report” that

schools—to learn, to under-

building collaborations

rative effort with the New

will provide the community

stand conditions, to make a

between schools and their

York State Education

with a full and fair account-

contribution, perhaps above

communities. In each area

Department, and the State

ing of what it regards as the

all to gain credibility. Right

we have used flexible pri-

Department of Health, to

key elements of a school’s

makes change spread

now, we’re actively involved

vate dollars to serve as ven-

create exemplary middle-

performance and success.

and stick. And most impor-

in 380 to 400 schools. Going

ture capital, getting success-

level “Systemic Change

into the field grounds us in

ful programs started quickly

Schools” that have adopted

Annenberg Foundation has

programs, but systemic

the reality of public educa-

and once started, leveraging

the reform strategies set

seen fit to make the Fund a

reform—and in the long run

tion. Without this exposure,

public dollars. With the help

forth in the Carnegie

lead agency in its recent $25

that’s what counts!”

Executive Director Beth
Lief explains:

W

e must be in the

O
“

ur efforts have

●

The Active Learning

●

The Globe Project: in

Public Education so effective—beside its tremendous
commitment to public education and its improvement—is the way it works
with all the ‘players,’ the
wide range of con-

The Accountability

It is no wonder that the

stituents whose supSandra Feldman

classroom level. As

“

Richard Beattie

Turning Points — compre-

The Fund not only

port is crucial for real
change to take place.
Such painstaking collaboration sometimes
makes progress slow
and difficult to
achieve, but it also

tant, it produces not isolated
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deep appreciation of chil-

Beth Lief

It is nearly impossible in these
times for people
to believe, to have
faith, even just to
i magi ne t h at any
individual or
group could make a

T H E P U B L I C E D U C AT I O N F O U N D AT I O N

OF

C H AT TA N O O G A

Chattanooga School for the Arts and Sciences

Louisa Hughes

8th grade • age 13

Room Setting
tempra
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their schools. And

Chattanooga’s
search for a new,

visible examples of what a

twenty-five individuals in an

eighth grade is on track for

community can accomplish

exhaustive study of what

post-secondary education.

●

more powerful vision for its

when it mobilizes effectively

professional development

And Chattanooga’s Library

are centers of instruction and

schools began ten years ago,

around commonly-held

should entail and how it

Power project will enable all

community resources.

when a group of civic lead-

beliefs.

might most creatively be

elementary and middle

School libraries which

A recent request from Dr.

organized to meet the area’s

schools in the city to develop

Donald Loftis,

based Lyndhurst

tious, next step for the city’s

needs. At the committee’s

a richly textured learning

Superintendent of the

Foundation, read Mortimer

civic and educational leaders

behest, two major initiatives

environment over the next

Hamilton County Schools,

Adler’s Paideia Proposal and

to take on the schools as a

were undertaken to improve

four years, with the library

demonstrates the

were moved by its three core

whole—to press for systemic,

practice in the schools. The

serving as the center of

Foundation’s vital impor-

ideas:

rather than school by school,

first, “Just Outside Your

reform. The vehicle they

Door,” emphasizes the intel-

T

chose to spearhead the quest

lectual growth of teachers

for change was the Public

and administrators, offering

Education Foundation,

them unprecedented oppor-

which, through generous

tunities to stretch them-

America’s schools is first and

local philanthropy, was

selves by learning new

foremost to ensure the suc-

immediately endowed with

things—of their own choice,

$6 million! The person they

by their own design, satisfy-

recruited to direct the enter-

ing their own interests and

must learn to govern

prise, Steve Prigohzy, was

needs. The second provides

themselves, both indi-

the beloved principal of the

grants to groups of teachers,

vidually and collective-

original Paideia School in

principals, or individual

ly. No other challenge

Chattanooga, the School For

schools, to test new arrange-

has both the gravity

Arts and Sciences. Building

ments like “schools-within-

and the magnificence

on experience and success,

a-school,” peer coaching, and

to drive school reform

the Foundation set as its

a principals’ collaborative.

as far as it must go.

mission:

The Foundation raised an

he purpose of

cess of our democracy. That

Mortimer Adler

means that all people

There is no more powerful democratic education

additional $1.8 million to

“

accommodate individual dif-

T

ferences without neglecting

resources to bold ideas.”

a child’s full potential.

This was Steve Prigohzy’s

reform than the elimination
of tracking. It is the only
approach that enables us to

Children cannot fully

o create outstanding

schools by applying

mandate when, wistfully, he

methods that engage them

immediacy of young

in active and responsible
roles in the classroom and

Steve Prigohzy

develop without teaching

moved from the
people in high school
to the complex task of

support this significant
investment in the human
beings who are in daily contact with Chattanooga’s students.
The Foundation has carefully nurtured two additional
building blocks that complement professional development and the Paideia
approach as strategies for

This is an astonishingly
broad array of reform initiatives, especially for a midsize metropolitan area with a
combined city/county population of only 275,000 residents. But what gives it
added dimension, allowing
the mosaic of programs to
cohere, is the Foundation’s
commitment to work with
clusters of schools where
best practices can be reinforced from kindergarten
through high school. Its several emerging clusters are
creating a powerful network
of schools committed to the
principles of the Paideia,
Clark, Library Power and
Professional Development
initiatives:
●

An untracked curricu-

tance and strong standing in
the community—as a
respected force for change.
In November, 1994, the voters in Chattanooga elected to
form a single school system
serving city and county children, beginning in 1997.
Shortly thereafter, Dr. Loftis
asked the Public Education
Foundation to assume
responsibility and provide
leadership for planning the
educational program, replete
with reforms, for the entire
unified district. Asked why
he made this unusual choice,
Don Loftis replied:

“

B

ecause the

Foundation is an entity largely representative of this com-

lum relying more heavily on

munity. It has a high

original sources and student-

degree of integrity as

generated research than text-

an organization and a

books.
●

Teaching practices

which give greater emphasis

highly knowledgeable
and visible board.”

This is a testimonial

reform: Grants from the

to Socratic questioning,

around” across an

Edna McConnell Clark

active learning and academic

proud of, for it signals

entire city and county.

Foundation have spurred

coaching.

a considerable degree

schools in the Chattanooga

From its inception in

dramatic changes in middle

●

system that are following

1989, the Public

school education, emphasiz-

expectations and greater

Chattanooga’s Education
Foundation, it provides rein-

the community.”
There are, after a decade
of thoughtful work, six

“turning schools

Students with higher

any group would be

of trust. For

and exploring the essential

Education Foundation

ing the principles of “high

responsibility for their learning.

meaning of Dr. Adler’s

focused on professional

expectations, high content,

●

teachings. These “Paideia

development as a means to

and high support” for all

active role in the decision-

value—and an opportunity

Schools”—each with its own

school change. It began by

children—to ensure that

making process and the

to serve young people that

character and style—stand as

engaging a committee of

every student who finishes

instructional programs in

seldom comes along.

Parents who play an

forcement of inestimable

Public Education Fund Network • Page 9

“

inquiry and exchange.

Don Loftis

It was a natural, if ambi-

ers, prompted by the locally-

K N O X , I N D I A N A’ S C O M M U N I T Y G U I D A N C E F O R Y O U T H P R O G R A M

Knox County School of the Arts

Nicole Basham

2nd grade • age 9

SPACESHIP
mixed media
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the film, “Hoosiers,” the
county once had more residents on welfare, and among
the lowest per capita income,

rather than traditional institutions, the opportunity to
build supports for these
children.

turn these conditions
around—in fundamental
ways. Supported by the
Lilly Endowment, this highrisk initiative seeks to
engage entire communities

teaching. They made this

at all grade levels has been

revolutionary move at the

sharp, resourceful,

results.

and understand the world of

ple—and new ideas. As

per. Last year a group of us

work.

CGYP’s chairperson, Betty

organized a golf tournament.

Osterreicher, put it:

We raised $7,000 of scholar-

besides becoming a more

change. Children and teach-

ship money for Knox High

flexible, relaxed institution,

ers are happier, disciplinary

graduates. This year we’ll

has developed a sophisticat-

problems are down, and,

do $12,000. By the year

ed career exploration pro-

with time, fewer young peo-

2000, I think we’ll be con-

gram through which students

ple are dropping out. Scores

tributing $100,000.

visit work sites and begin to

are going up on statewide

“

T

his is an exciting

time. I have been a lifelong
resident here, and seeing
this whole community
pulling together as a
Betty Osterreicher

team, working almost
as one toward a common goal, is a novel
experience. We’ve
found, perhaps for the
first time, the freedom
to try things. We’re
making the transition
from what was, to

what is and, now, to what
might be. It’s like having
wings and feeling alive!”
According to restaurant
owner Mark Nilsson, the
Community Guidance initiative has provided a vehicle
for business persons, among
others, to participate in the
renewal effort. Heading a
growingly successful “last
dollar” scholarship campaign,
Nilsson observed:

“

The Elementary School,

leagues, together with the
larger community, feel the

think about the future. Led

examinations, though teach-

by principal Connie

ers are teaching less directly

in concrete ways, and to par-

Haniford, an enthusiastic

to the tests.

ticipate with others in this

member of the CGYP team,

In another measure,

exciting new venture.”

the School has linked itself

Circuit Court Judge David

to the community in new

Matsey, who must deal with

team established four goals

and imaginative ways, blur-

truancy, misbehavior, and

for its project: increasing the

ring the lines between

juvenile crime, senses major

graduation rate; raising life

school and community as the

progress in the area of youth

and vocational skills among

locus of learning.

development—crediting

For me, it’s satisfying to

Knox’s community-wide

all young people; reducing

The Middle School has

CGYP with “essentially res-

substance abuse; and lower-

adopted team teaching,

cuing” important alternative

ing the alarming incidence of

cooperative learning, and an

programs for difficult-to-

teen pregnancies. To

adviser/advisee program to

reach youth.

achieve these goals, it adopt-

draw teachers and students

Knox exudes hope. And

ed three working priorities it

closer together, and place

with cause. The “philosoph-

has pursued, unwaveringly,

greater emphasis on youth

ical shift” it has experienced,

over time:

development in these tumul-

to use the superintendent’s

tuous (6th - 8th grade) years.

term, has altered the

●

First, to build stronger

connections between the
schools and the community.
●

Second, to weave a “safe-

Tracking has been elimi-

order of the day—for all

of young people whose acad-

children.
“the last bastion of tradi-

school and other supporting

tion,” as Superintendent

structures. And

Allen Bourff points out, that

what they might accomplish

T

he most

But it is the High School,

have removed them from

Third, to press the

“

challenge has become the

ty net” for the large number
emic failure and alienation

community’s behavior.

nated, and greater academic

has all but turned itself

schools to adopt systemic

upside down. The teachers,

best for our kids, those of us

reforms that will lead to a

after visiting other settings,

committed to developing

more vibrant, academically

determined that the greater

eyond wanting the

Allen Bourff and his col-

give back to the community

achievement, and belief in

ple’s aspirations, academic

greatest success. The focus

young people who are

approach life, make choices,

B

children—raising young peo-

capable of graduating

good schools if it’s to pros-

●

in “lifting” a generation of

uling and interdisciplinary

whole community needs

After generations of govern-

(CGYP) has enabled Knox to

be achieved by block sched-

gram has experienced its

that has been open to peo-

were low or nonexistent.

Guidance for Youth Program

in the schools that the pro-

flight school system

developed a team approach

postsecondary experiences

The Community

tance of having a top-

and seem thrilled by the

tations for college or other

children.

rigor they sought could only

sense of options—of ways to

for those who stayed, expec-

for themselves and their

stimulation, creativity and

beginning of this school year,

completing high school; and

resigned to limited options

It is in changing practice

to expand young peoples’

students dropped out before

tion, most parents seemed

challenging education.

energetic and skilled. The

Drawing citizens from

more than 40 percent of its

ment, and inadequate educa-

realize the vital impor-

across the region, Knox

in the state. Until recently,

ment assistance, unemploy-

businesses in this area

important thing,” says
Connie Haniford, “is
that we have been
inspired by new
ideas—and the
chance to dream.”
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in a setting reminiscent of

here, is to give communities,

Connie Haniford

Surrounded by flat fields,

in the future. The notion,

Mark Nilsson

Perhaps it is an
anomaly, given the
norms of rural
America, but
things are very
much up to date,
and change is
rapidly taking
h old, i n K nox,
Indiana. A small
rural community
o f 3,600, K no x is
the seat of Starke
County in northe r n I n d i ana.

G R A N D R A P I D S P U B L I C E D U C AT I O N F U N D

Va n d e r b u r g C r e a t i v e A r t s A c a d e m y

Dalyed Roman

4th grade • age 8

CLOWN
mixed media
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participants in the public
schools. As the Fund views it:

ly, it began to search for a

Grand Rapids Fund has, by

experiences outside the tradi-

It is a cardinal principle and

public process that would

dint of hard work, paired

tional school environment—

article of faith for the Grand

build what she terms a

every school in the system

away from the classroom.

Rapids Fund.

“force of advocacy”—for

with a significant ally—from

public education, and

the Amway Corporation to

staples of urban school

reform. In her words:

the United Church Outreach

reform. They represent the

Ministries, and from

unique values of a communi-

Comerica Bank to D&W

ty that has thought deeply

Food Centers, Inc.

about education, and is pre-

Serving, consciously, as “a
critical link between the
community and the schools,”
the Fund recruited more
than 400 community volunteers who helped the Grand
Rapids Public Schools develop the Strategic Action Plan
that guides the revolutionary
changes envisioned for their
schools. This was a cumbersome venture—democracy
being cumbersome in several
respects. But what was lost
in time was more than compensated for by innovative
ideas from outside the system, and a deeper understanding between the
schools and the community
about the nature and pace of
reform.

O

“We think public will is
the key to systemic reform,”

ne of the most
basic yet consequential
opportunities a community
can provide for its children is
education—a continuum of
learning that prepares children to thrive in the world
they will inherit. A community that unites to educate
its children—to cultivate
innovation and shape
change—is a community that
will be enriched and
strengthened.

says the Fund’s Executive

The notion that lay per-

Five years ago, Beth

Director, Beth Dilley.
“There is a huge gap
between public institutions—in this case, the
schools—and the public they
serve. We pretty well know

“

W

e are not concentrating so much on professional practice in the schools,
though we attach considerable importance to
this. Our greater concern is re-engaging the
public in public education—and building a
broad, grassroots constituency for change.”
André Reddick’s work
extends this emphasis
on reaching out to and working with people. A bright,
lively, articulate African
American staff member,
Reddick, who proudly calls
himself a “community organizer,” talks feelingly about
building a sense of neighborhood around schools—developing partnerships with
churches, local organizations,
youth serving agencies, and
small businesses to encircle

Within the intimacy of

These are not the usual

pared to go its own way.
The Fund’s credibility

these arrangements, the
schools have flourished from

and stature appear to be at

caring attention, while the

an all-time high, as evi-

outside organizations,

denced, among other things,

beyond being charmed and

by a recent request from

delighted, have come to

local vocational educators to

understand, firsthand, what

craft a school-to-work plan

public schools are like. The

worthy of commanding

human contact has meant

Michigan Jobs Commission

the most, all parties agree,

funds. Such requests are not

but policy has been affected

uncommon.
Many local citizens would

as well, as community participants have weighed in with

agree with Fund Board

new suggestions. This pro-

member, minister, and City

gram has opened the hereto-

Commissioner George

fore closed system as noth-

Heartwell when he writes,

ing else has.

eloquently:

The five-year Strategic

“

Rapids School Board in

T

November, 1992. Its design

the best and strongest advo-

and values have guided prac-

cate for this community’s

Action Plan, spearheaded by
a community planning team,
was adopted by the Grand

he Grand Rapids

Public Education Fund is

children. It is behold-

Neighborhood and school

out a comprehensive blue-

en to no constituent

improvement need to be

print for change, it places

seen as one, Reddick says,

major emphasis on three

pointing to significant devel-

related goals, to be achieved

opments in the area around

by 1997:

Butterworth Hospital and

●

Coit Elementary School. He

personalized education plan

sons in the community can

Dilley recalls, the Fund

adds, musingly, that the

for every student;

be called upon to “cultivate

shifted its focus from analyz-

entire Education Fund

●

innovation and shape

ing the schools, almost

might be seen as engaging in

student, through “service

and nurturing structures and

change” is a powerful one

microscopically, to mobiliz-

community organizing as the

learning,” in making a defin-

individuals working for the

that breaks new ground, cut-

ing the community.

preferred means of creating

able contribution to the com-

good of our children. There

ting against the grain even of

Influenced in this shift by

better schools.

munity; and

is no more important work

the national educational

The Public Agenda

reform movement, which is

Foundation’s work national-

what works, but what we
don’t know is how to get the
public’s support for what
works. This is the task we
are tackling, the priority we
have set.”

schools with supports.

Through its Partners In
Education initiative, the

●

The Development of a

The Involvement of every

The Inclusion in each

student’s learning plan of

George Heartwell

tice ever since. While it sets

body other than children. Thus, the Fund
enjoys the freedom to
confront unjust structures which hinder the
education of our children, while at the
same time encouraging

than this taking place in
Grand Rapids!”
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to utilizing citizens as active

dominated by professionals.

Beth Dilley

The centerpiece of
the Grand Rapids
Education Fund’s
work is its
“Campaign For
Community
Involvement.”
Nowhere along
the Education
Fund Network has
the strategic
importance of
community
received greater
attention. Here,
as the Fund’s
brochure
Education Is
Everyone’s
Business conveys,
there is a passionate commitment

T H E L O S A N G E L E S E D U C AT I O N A L PA RT N E R S H I P

Los Angeles School of the Arts

William Shy

2nd grade • age 7

BICYCLE
watercolor on paper
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more than 100 schools

a public education fund. The

describes it:

to change and improve

engaged in LEARN, the Los

value of its contribution is

schools. Currently, much of

Angeles Unified School

recognized by many, includ-

LAEP’s emphasis on teach-

District’s ambitious commu-

ing Ted Lobman, president

ing and learning targets the

nity plan for school reform.

of the Stuart Foundation

S

“

imply stated, our

work is to help school communities dream a little about
what might be — and then
help them develop the
capacity to create and
support high quality

improvement of mathemat-

Even as it has worked to

ics and science teaching in

support school-wide change,

Los Angeles County through

LAEP has become con-

the SMART Initiative

vinced that these changes do

(Science/Math Advancement

not go far enough. New and

and Resources for Teachers).

different relationships

Through its work, LAEP

between schools and com-

has come to believe that

munities are necessary to

high quality teaching and

support student learning.

learning cannot be sustained

LAEP program activities are

in isolated classrooms.

demonstrating strategies for

Rather, school-wide change

changing how parents, ser-

is necessary. School manage-

vice agencies, community

learning, and new

ment and governance must

members and schools can

strategies for engaging

focus on, support and be dri-

work together to improve

parents, community mem-

ven by the need to improve

the health and well being of

bers and service agencies to

student learning. LAEP’s

students, thus ensuring that

meet the health, social and

early efforts in this area

students are ready and able

developmental needs of

engaged teachers in leader-

to learn. In particular,

students.”

ship training, provided

LAEP’s FamilyCare program

school restructuring grants to

has focused its energies on

methods of teaching,
an autonomous school
governance and management system that
is focused on student

Teaching and learning lie

Los Angeles Educational

at the heart of this effort.

schools attempting school-

improving access to health

Partnership (LAEP) seeks to

From the first and simplest

based management, and

and social services for chil-

help public schools trans-

Small Grant, to the develop-

linked schools with outside

dren and their families.

form themselves into places

ment of Humanitas, a

training and technical assis-

in which every child is

nationally recognized

tance in support of restruc-

LAEP, as well as countless

expected to learn and every

teacher-led writing-based,

turing efforts. Today, in col-

educators and community

child has access to a high

interdisciplinary instructional

laboration with the Los

members have invested 10

quality learning experience.

program, LAEP has been

Angeles Unified School

years of energy and expertise

To achieve this goal,

guided by a belief that it is

District, United Teachers

in the work of LAEP — to

LAEP believes that schools

what happens in the class-

Los Angeles and the New

transform teaching and

need to make significant and

room, between teacher and

American Schools

learning —- to support

substantial changes in teach-

student, that matters most.

Development Corporation,

school-wide change — and

ing and learning, in school

With that in mind, LAEP

LAEP is working to develop

to develop new relationships

management and gover-

has worked to transform

a new vision for schools, a

between schools and their

nance, and in how schools

instruction by engaging

Learning Center with

communities to ensure the

address the health and well

teachers in the reform of cur-

autonomous, collaborative

educational achievement of

being of students. LAEP

riculum and practice, helped

and participative manage-

children. Through programs

serves as a catalyst and

them to develop better

ment and governance where

ranging in scale from those

source of ideas and support

instructional practice skills

all participants are focused

that provide direct support

for educators, schools and

and deepen their knowledge

on and responsible for

for the individual ideas of

community members

of content, and perhaps most

improving student learning.

teachers, to comprehensive

engaged in the hard work

importantly, linked more

LAEP also serves as a source

efforts to create the schools

of making these changes

than 4,000 teachers in sup-

of professional development

of the future, the organiza-

a reality. As LAEP

portive networks with col-

and planning assistance to

tion has modeled the role of

The staff and board of

who observes:

“

F

oundations have found

it difficult to make wise
grants to large school districts for ambitious school or
system improvement projects. In Los Angeles,
LAEP has been a welcome
intermediary, without which
we probably would not have
had the confidence to invest.
LAEP has been consistently
interested in fundamental
changes in teaching and
related school improvement
concerns. It does not shy
from elaborate project
designs necessary to accomplish those objectives. It has
earned the trust of teachers
and administrators, yet,
when necessary, has the
independence and courage
to challenge them to meet
high standards. It has
the wisdom and skill
to work with other
agencies relevant to
their goals. Its contribution has been
remarkable.”
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achieve their promise, the

leagues engaged in the effort

Te d L o b m a n

To help these children

President Peggy Funkhouser

Peggy Funkhouser

Perhaps no
American city
faces greater
challenges than
Los Angeles. It
could also be said
that no American
city holds more
promise, for among
the multicultural
neighborhoods of
this metropolis
live hundreds of
thousands of children. Representi n g one i n e very
100 public school
students in the
United States,
these children
are the new
America. They are
the hope and they
are the future.

R e p o r t o f I n d e p e n d e n t A u d i t o r ’s

A U D I T E D F I N A N C I A L S TAT E M E N T S
DECEMBER 31, 1994

AND

1993

BALANCE SHEETS
December 31,

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Public Education Fund

1994

1993

Network, Inc. as of December 31, 1994 and 1993, and the related statements of
ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of Public Education

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS

Fund Network, Inc.’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on

Cash and cash equivalents

these financial statements based on our audits.

income, expenses, and changes in fund balance and cash flows for the years then

We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards

$ 773,049

$ 905,440

Accounts receivable

57,425

48,388

Prepaid expenses

24,195

14,566

854,669

968,394

87,310

77,606

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. Generally

FIXED ASSETS

accepted auditing standards require that we plan and perform the audits to obtain

Office equipment

reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material

Computer equipment

92,539

71,777

misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting

Leasehold improvements

10,329

8,443

190,178

157,826

(80,655)

(47,393)

109,523

110,433

12,675

12,675

$ 976,867

$1,091,502

$

$

the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
Less allowance for depreciation

assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

DEPOSITS
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of Public Education Fund Network, Inc. at
December 31, 1994 and 1993 and the results of its operations and cash flows for

TOTAL ASSETS

the years then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
CURRENT LIABILITIES

McQuade & Drolet

Deferred income

Washington, DC

Accrued compensation

25,661

9,354

February 1, 1995

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

736,648

880,836

FUND BALANCE

240,219

210,666

$ 976,867

$1,091,502

Accounts payable

61,519
649,468

50,473
821,009

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND
FUND BALANCE

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS

STATEMENTS OF INCOME, EXPENSES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
1994

1993

Member dues

$1,744,242

100,875

83,595

Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income

70,331

53,575

Corporate associates

88,000

35,700

to net cash provided by

Investment income

17,961

18,334

(used in) operations:

,597

9,308

Miscellaneous

2,830

3,700

2,208,816

1,948,454

EXPENSES
General and administrative
Fundraising
Member services
Public policy and program
Communications

$ 29,553

$ 40,396

Depreciation

33,262

27,499

Loss on asset disposition

0

4,878

(Increase) decrease in:
Accounts receivable

(9,037)

(1,291)

Prepaid expenses

(9,629)

8,116

Increase (decrease) in:

152,413

150,368

1,648

5,302

Accounts payable

11,046

14,403

(171,541)

244,053

483,202

444,357

Deferred income

1,037,173

798,255

Accrued compensation

111,787

127,255

16,307

(3,636)

NET CASH PROVIDED BY (USED IN)

Community Guidance for
Youth Program

1993

ACTIVITIES

$1,928,222

Conferences and institutes

Contributions

1994

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING

INCOME
Foundation grants

For the Years Ended December 31,

393,040

382,521

2,179,263

1,908,058

29,553

40,396

OPERATING ACTIVITIES

(100,039)

334,418

(32,352)

(31,794)

(132,391)

302,624

905,440

602,816

$773,049

$905,440

CASH FLOWS FROM
NET INCOME

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of fixed assets

FUND BALANCE, BEGINNING
OF YEAR

210,666

170,270

NET INCREASE (DECREASE)
IN CASH

FUND BALANCE, END OF YEAR

$ 240,219

$ 210,666
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS,

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.

BEGINNING OF YEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS,
END OF YEAR

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
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For the Years Ended December 31,

Cash and Cash Equivalents

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

PEFNet considers all highly liquid investments with a maturity of three months

December 31, 1994 and 1993

or less to be cash equivalents.
NOTE A - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Functional Allocation of Expenses
Business Activity

The costs of providing the various programs and other activities have been sum-

The Public Education Fund Network (PEFNet) is a national association of local

marized on a functional basis in the statement of income, expenses and changes

education funds (LEFs) committed to achieving high-quality public education for

in fund balances. Accordingly, certain costs have been allocated among the pro-

all American children, especially the disadvantaged. Its mission is to link and

grams and supporting services benefitted.

unite these LEFs and work with them to mobilize the energy and resources of
their communities to build effective and successful public schools. Its work is

Reclassifications

based on the belief that independent, community-based organizations are the best

Certain 1993 amounts have been reclassified for comparative purposes.

means of creating broad support for high-quality public education and for achieving fundamental reforms in the nation’s public schools. Toward these goals,
PEFNet supports, strengthens, and develops local education funds that use priNOTE B - GRANTS

vate money to engage and educate their communities about quality public
education.

In 1994 and 1993, PEFNet derived its revenue from grants and miscellaneous
Fixed Assets

other revenue sources which are identified below as a percentage of each revenue

Fixed assets are carried at cost. Depreciation is provided using the straight-line

source to total revenue:
1994

method over the estimated useful lives of the property. Repairs and maintenance
of fixed assets are charged to expense as incurred.
Revenue Recognition

1993

Grants

87.30%

$1,928,222

89.5%

$1,744,242

Other revenue sources

12.70%

280,594

10.5%

204,212

$2,208,816

100.0%

$1,948,454

Total Revenue

100.0%

Revenue on grants is recognized as expenses are incurred. Deferred income arises due to differences in the grant periods and financial statement reporting

NOTE C - RETIREMENT PLAN

periods.
PEFNet maintains a retirement plan for substantially all of its employees to
Income Taxes

which it contributed 8% of compensation for 1994 and 1993. Employer contribu-

PEFNet qualifies as a tax-exempt organization under Section 501(c)(3) of the

tions totaled $47,512 and $47,295 for the years ended December 31, 1994 and

Internal Revenue Code and is not classified as a private foundation.

1993.
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NOTE D - SUMMARY OF GRANTS AWARDED

NOTE E - LEASING ARRANGEMENT

As of December 31, 1994 PEFNet has been awarded certain grants with

PEFNet conducts its operations from facilities that are leased under a five year

payments scheduled for future periods as follows:

noncancelable operating lease expiring in June, 1997. Rent expense for 1994 and
1993 was $164,354 and $155,703, respectively, which includes operating expense
Payments

Amount

Amount

Scheduled

Scheduled

Expiration

Awarded

Remaining

For 1995

Thereafter

pass throughs.
The following is a schedule of future minimum rental payments required under
the operating lease:

George Gund

10/30/95 $

80,000

$

40,000 $

December 31,

40,000

DeWitt Wallace-Reader’s
Digest Library Power

546,000

288,000

2/28/95

280,000

20,000

20,000

Lilly Endowment, Inc.

6/30/95

353,625

36,312

36,312

Annie E. Casey

8/15/95

370,000

74,800

74,800

AmeriCorps

9/30/95

701,171

490,414

490,414

3/14/95

237,276

88,443

88,443

6/30/95 1,218,644

135,534

135,534

Anonymous

9/30/97 1,173,000

$258,000

Community Guidance for
Youth Program - Lilly
Endowment, Inc.
Ford Foundation

12/31/96

600,000

485,000

360,000

School Board Leadership 6/30/96

125,000

Lilly Endowment, Inc. 150,000

110,000

110,000

Charles Stewart Mott

8/31/97

660,000

440,000

220,000

220,000

Pew Charitable Trusts

12/31/96

475,000

385,000

190,000

195,000

6/30/96

50,000

25,000

25,000

William Penn
Total

$6,348,716 $2,876,503 $2,078,503

$161,263

1996

161,263

1997

80,632
$403,158

Centers for Disease
Control

Amount

1995

$798,000
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Grantor

Payments
Grant

Mr. Virgil Roberts,
Vice Chair
Ms. Beth Lief, Secretary
Mr. William S. Woodside,
Treasurer
Ms. Beth Dilley
Dr. Joseph A. Fernandez
Ms. Peggy Funkhouser
Dr. Asa G. Hilliard III
Ms. Ruth Holmberg
Mr. Peter Hutchinson
Ms. Joy Majied
Mr. José F. Niño
Dr. Robert Peterkin
Ms. Lauri Enderle Privett
Ms. Wendy D. Puriefoy
Mr. James A. Smith
Mr. Ron Wolk

Founding Members
and Members

Ms. Susan Zimmermann

Academic Distinction Fund,
Baton Rouge, LA
Alabama Power Company,
Birmingham, AL
Allegheny Policy Council
Initiative on Youth and
Workforce Development,
Pittsburgh, PA

Donor List

Board of Directors
Mr. David W. Hornbeck, Chair

Alabama Power Company, Inc.

Allen County Local Education
Fund, Fort Wayne, IN

Fund for New York City Public
Education, New York, NY

PATHS/PRISM,
Philadelphia, PA

Alliance for Education,
Worcester, MA

Grand Rapids Public
Education Fund,
Grand Rapids, MI

Phoenix Excellence in
Education Commission,
Phoenix, AZ

Anonymous

Hattiesburg Area Education
Foundation, Hattiesburg, MS

Public Education Coalition,
Denver, CO

Corporation for National and
Community Service

Indianapolis Public Schools
Education Foundation, Inc.,
Indianapolis, IN

Public Education Foundation,
Chattanooga, TN

Monsanto Fund

Alliance for Education,
Dayton, OH
Alliance for Quality Education,
Greenville, SC
APPLE Corps, Inc.,
Atlanta, GA
Boston Plan for Excellence in
the Public Schools,
Boston, MA
Bridgeport Public Education
Fund, Bridgeport, CT
Cambridge Partnership for
Public Education,
Cambridge, MA
Chapel Hill-Carrboro Public
School Foundation,
Chapel Hill, NC
Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Education Foundation,
Charlotte, NC
Chester Education
Foundation, Chester, PA
Cleveland Education Fund,
Cleveland, OH

Kalamazoo Public Education
Foundation, Kalamazoo, MI
Lincoln Public Schools
Foundation, Lincoln, NE
Los Angeles Educational
Partnership, Los Angeles, CA
Lynn Business/Education
Foundation, Lynn, MA
Marcus A. Foster Educational
Institute, Oakland, CA
Marion County Public Schools
Foundation, Ocala, FL
Mary Lyon Education Fund,
Inc., Shelburne Falls, MA
Metropolitan Area Committee
Education Fund,
New Orleans, LA

Public Education Foundation
for the Edmonds School
District, Lynnwood, WA
Public Education Foundation
of Evansville, Inc.,
Evansville, IN

American Express Foundation

CIGNA Foundation

The Annie E. Casey
Foundation
The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention
The Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation

Public Education Fund,
Providence, RI

The Chase Manhattan
Bank, N.A.

Red Bay Education
Foundation, Red Bay, AL

The Clorox Company
Foundation

San Francisco Education Fund,
San Francisco, CA

The DeWitt Wallace-Reader’s
Digest Fund

St. Paul Public Education
Fund, St. Paul, MN

The Ford Foundation

Summit Education Partnership
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Mission Statement
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(PEFNet)
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children,

is a
to
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achieving
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Th e

Network’s mission is to link and unite these LEFs and work with them to
mobilize the

energy and

resources

of their

tive and successful public schools.
in

urban

Columbia,

and

some

bring

rural

communities

together
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Its members, local education funds
in

28

states

coalition

of

and

the

District

business

and

of

civic

leaders, parents, and educators interested in improving public schools.
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